
Connect plus  : Unit 5  

Go explore! 

New words : 

 
1 Navigator [n] a person who can find his way at sea.  

2 Fascinated [adj.] Extremely interested. 

3 Reliable [adj.] Able to be trusted or believed.  

4 Organized [adj.] Arranged. 

5 Crowded [adj.]  Very full of people. 

6 Challenge [v – n] Something that is difficult and that tests someone’s 

ability or determination.  

To express disagreement with ideas and rules. 

7 Inspire [v] To motivate and guide. 

8- Athletic [adj.]  Strong , healthy and good at sports. 

9- Disabled [adj.] Having an illness, injury, or condition that makes it 

difficult to do the things that other people do.    

10- Remove [v] To take something away. 

11- Talented [adj.] Showing natural ability in a particular area. 

12- Attached [adj.] Connected to something.  

13- Pack [v] To put your things into bags or boxes when you are 

going on holiday.  

14- Check [v-n] To examine something in order to make sure that it is 

correct.  

15- Mission [n] Someone’s duty or purpose / important project. 

16- Ambitious [adj] Wanting to be successful.  

17- Pretend [v] To act in a wat that isn’t true. 

18- Chat [v] Talking in a friendly way to friends. 

19- Lucky [adj] Having good things happen to you. 

20- Landscape [n] The appearance of an area of land, especially in the 

countryside. 

21- Break a world 

record 

To do something better than any body else in the world. 

22- Follow your 

dreams 

To do something in life that you really want to do.   

23- Hold your breath Keep your breath inside your chest without breathing 

out.   

 

 



1-Choose:- 

1-Girls are always [talented- fascinated- organized- attached]by fashion at their 

early age. 

2-She is an excellent secretary, She has a very [ ambitious- lucky- crowded- 

organized] system for her filing. 

3-My uncle is a [reliable- fascinated- athletic- disabled] person. I turn to him if I 

face any problem in my life. 

4-The club is very [ organized- reliable- crowded- active], thousands of fans 

packed in it due to the final match. 

5-He is an honest worker, he [packs- inspires- pretends- checks] great loyalty in 

his staff. 

6-Many charities are devoted to help [attached- disabled- rich- fascinated] 

people. 

7-This is a very good kind of detergent. It can [pretend- remove- inspire- 

check]even old stains. 

8-She is a very [talented- athletic- fascinated- disabled] teacher, she shows new 

teaching methods to help the students study easily.  

9-Your photo must be [inspired- attached- believed- broken] to the application 

when you apply to new job.  

10-I enjoy hiking in the countryside and watching the wonderful [mission- 

challenge- crutch - landscape] there. 

11-He is so [disabled- weak- lucky- tidy] in playing games that everyone is 

jealous of him.  

12-The lorry was [broken- packed- removed- pretended] with different kinds of 

goods to be shown in the store.  

13- The synonym of  " fascinated " is [kind  -  miser   - clever  - interested ] . 

14- To get the antonym of " lucky " we add the prefix [ un – dis – in – im ]. 

15- We add the suffix [ tion  -  ion  -  ess – ble ] to change the verb " inspire " to a 

noun .  

2- Give one word :  

1-A person who can find his way at sea.[ ………………….. ] 

2- Showing your ability to do something. .[ ………………….. ] 

3- A wonderful view full of plants and flowers. .[ ………………….. ] 

4-Something you are asked to do it. .[ ………………….. ] 



 3- Correct the word between brackets : 

1-The worker should [ inspire] …………………..the equipment to make sure 

that it is working properly. 

2-She is a dedicated person . Her [ landscape] …………….in life is to help poor 

people. 

3-The manger of the company is very [disabled]………….., he usually tries 

increase the achievements of his company. 

4-He usually [ removes] ……………to be friendly, but underneath he is like a 

serpent. 

5-My brother is usually busy but sometimes he likes going to the café and 

[checking] …………… with his friends in his free time. 

6- He is a good swimmer , he can [ follow his dreams ] ……………underwater 

longer than anybody else. 

 

4- Complete the paragraph with the following words : 
 

sailors – fascinated  -  explore  - interested -  sailing -picnic - journey  

Ahmad Ibn Majid was ……………. by the sea . He loved to listen to stories 

about ………….. from his father and grandfather, who were great ………. They 

also had their own ships. Before Ibn Majid was born, his dad and grandfather 

sailed the Red Sea and the Italian Ocean. Ibn Majid  wanted to ……….. the seas 

and oceans. At the age of seven, he went on his first ………….. on the sea.       

 

5- Complete the paragraph with the suitable words : 
Would you like to be an astronaut? It’s a great ……….., but you need to work 

very hard. First of all, you should study ………… at school and university. After 

this, you need to do a difficult  two-year astronaut ………… . If you are chosen 

to join the next space trip, you are very …………..   

  

 

 

 



 

 

Phrasal verbs 

1 Fill in  Complete.  

2 Wake up Stop sleeping. 

3 Pick up Learn. 

4 See off Say goodbye to somebody leaving. 

5 Figure out Discover. 

6 Put away Put something in its space. 

7 Look up Find out something. 

8- Drop off Take somebody to a place.  

 

6- Choose: 

1-You have to [ fill in- drop off- see off- wake up] the form when you apply to a 

new job. 

2-I couldn’t stop crying when I was at the airport to [pick up - see off –   

figure out- look up] my father to America. 

3- I don’t know the meaning of this word, I will [ pick it up-  look it up – drop it 

up – see it off ] at the dictionary. 

4- My car broke down, would you [fill me in  -  pick me up - drop me off-  

put me away ] to my office , please? 

5-Mum [ fill in  - put away – figure out – drop off] the groceries after coming 

from the market. 

6- I didn’t [look up – put away – see off - wake up] early yesterday because I 

forgot to set off the alarm and I overslept. 

7- During my visit to Italy last year, I [filled in  -  woke up  -  saw off –  

picked up] some Italian words but I couldn’t remember them now. 

8- If you don’t know the answer, you can [ drop it off- fill it in  - pick it up -

figure it out ] by surfing the internet.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Language function 

Active and passive voice  

-In active sentences we focus on the subject [ The person doing the action] 

   Ex: Mum cleans the house everyday.  

-In passive sentences we focus on the object [ The person or thing receiving the 

action] 

   Ex : The house is cleaned everyday by mum 

 

How to form the passive :  

1-Start with the object. 

2- Use verb to be in the same tense of the main verb.  

3- Write the past participle form of the main verb.  

Affirmative form : 

Ex: The gardener waters the flowers everyday. 

       The flowers are watered everyday. 

Negative form: 

Ex:  Dad doesn’t repair the car. 

        The car isn’t repaired. 

Interrogative form: 

Ex: Does mum clean the house? 

       Is the house cleaned? 

Question form: 

Ex: How does mum make the cake? 

       How is the cake made?    
  

7- Choose the correct answer: 
1-This kind of cars [ aren’t make – isn’t make – isn’t made – doesn’t make ] in 

our country. 

2-The metals [ is mined- are mined – aren’t mined – don’t mined ] from the 

ground. 

3- Delicious food [ is cook – are cooked – is cooked – isn’t cooked ] by 

professional chefs.  

4-The house is usually [ clean  -  cleaned  - cleans  -  cleaning ] by the servant.  

5-Who [ is  -  has  -  were  -  does ] the dinner [ prepares -  prepared  -  preparing  

- prepare ] by ? 

 



8-Correct the mistakes in the following sentences :  
1-The apples picked from the tree. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-Football are play all over the world. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-New experiments is do by the scientists. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-Is Arabic spoke in America? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

5-The copybooks isn’t correct.     

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

9- Rearrange :  

1-a world – his breath  -  He  -  in holding  -  record  -  underwater -  broke .   

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

2-because  -  with  -  legs  -  He  -  a problem  -  his  -  crutches  -  uses – he – has.   

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

3-study  -  astronaut  -  an  -  You  -  be  -  to  -  should  -  science .   

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

4- everything  -  It  -  clean  -  is  -  on  -  important  -  the spaceship – keep  -  to .   

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

5- leave - Never - in danger - travel - are - with - you -you- friends - when -who.  

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

  

10- Listen and choose the correct answer:    
1-Emily went to the [ island  -  Amazon  -  Peninsula  - oasis]. 

2-She wanted to learn about what humans do to the [equipment  -  

environment  -  achievement  -  agreement]. 

3-She learned how to take better [ famous – compass – photos- sailors]. 

4-Her [ big  -  largest  -  biggest  -  bigger] challenge was that it was too 

hot to sleep.   

 
  



Listening paragraphs 

1-Listen and choose the correct answer. 
Emily went to the Amazon because she wanted to learn more about 

what humans are doing to the environment. She learned how to canoe. 

She also learned how to take better photos. Her biggest challenge was 

that it was often too hot to sleep.    
  

  

      


